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A new decade and a new format, incorporating the woodland division
as well as some fascinating soil facts, a user-friendly product guide and
articles that we hope you will find both interesting and helpful.
2019 saw the business grow again and to help service that growth we not
only moved to larger premises but two new employees also joined the
team. Welcome to Will Marshall and Charlotte Robinson. Let’s hope the
‘20’s prove to be less chaotic than the end of the last decade!
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Sir Jim Paice officially opened the
new offices in September

REVIEW OF

2019
WET would be the first word that comes to mind when
describing 2019. There may have been a host of other events
that made the headlines, such as the Cricket World Cup, the
Rugby World Cup, the Ashes, the General Election and the
General Licence Fiasco, but for most farmers and ‘keepers,
2019 will simply be remembered as bloody wet! After a
relatively dry winter and a warm and dry spring, the weather
gods decided to wreak havoc, just when our wildlife and wild
game in particular was at its most vulnerable. The second
week of June, approaching peak grey partridge hatching
time, saw rains of biblical proportions descending on certain
parts of the country. This not only wiped out a generation of
partridge chicks but also significantly reduced insect activity,
which had a knock on effect for the young of many other
species. But that was just a precursor for what was to follow
in the autumn, with the wettest October and November for
decades leaving farmers with large areas of land, destined
for winter cereals, undrilled. There is going to be quite a bit
of head scratching to do this spring as farmers decide what
to sow in place of the winter crops. It may be that in some
situations using cover crops as a soil conditioner might be a
better option than trying to grow a potentially uneconomic
cash crop. Ian has written an interesting piece on cover
crops on page 22, which helps explain some of the science
behind the soil improvement.

As well as trying to cheer up wild bird keepers and depressed
arable farmers, the team at Oakbank had a very busy 2019.
Sarah and Kirsty ran a series of workshops across the UK for
the Princes Countryside Fund, helping farming families in less
favoured areas better understand the environmental ‘value’
of their farm (see page 5). We continued our support of the
Interreg PARTRIDGE project with a donation of £4000, thanks
to your purchasing of the GWCT partridge mixes, which have
proved so successful over the last couple of years. On page
7, Dr Francis Buner from the GWCT explains how the money
is being spent. Hopefully 2020 will be kinder and we will
see lots of grey partridge chicks benefitting from the GWCT
mixes. In September, Sir Jim Paice DL, Chairman of the
GWCT and former Minister of State for Defra, kindly came to
Ellington to officially open our new offices. We were joined by
our local MP, Jonathan Djanogly, local customers and family
and friends and ate some delicious partridge dishes courtesy
of Launde Farm Foods. With the eating of game being the
ultimate reward for shooting it, it is great to see the British
Game Alliance and the Country Food Trust go from strength
to strength. The CFT delivered its 500,000th game meal to
those in food poverty in 2019 and the BGA has helped to
promote ‘best practice’ on shoots across the country with its
robust auditing scheme, as well as helping to market game in
the UK and overseas. I would urge all of our customers who
shoot or run a shoot to support both organisations.
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TREE RISK MANAGEMENT

OAKBANK SERVICES
AN OVERVIEW OF THE SERVICES WE OFFER
COUNTRYSIDE STEWARDSHIP
CONSULTATIONS AND
APPLICATIONS
Whether you need some help and advice
when completing your own, on-line
application or want to put together
a first class mid- or higher-tier CS
application we have the people to help
you. We are experts in grant applications
and have an excellent record with
successful CS applications. We will tailor
applications to deliver what you want
on your estate and aim to deliver for the
farm, the farm environment, the shoot
and the bottom line.
Testimony: “Oakbank has yet again
come up trumps. We have ordered all
our game seed requirements for many
years, but this year we turned to Sarah
Brockless and Oakbank for our midtier application. We cannot fault the
excellent and professional services we
received and eagerly await the outcome.”
Matthew Rampton, Capel Hall, Trimley
St Martin

FARMLAND BIRD SURVEYS
Whether or not it will be a condition
under the new ELMS to have a bird
survey done to inform the application
remains to be seen but, with farmland
birds being an ecosystem indicator,
having a breeding and/or over-wintering
bird survey done on your ground can
only be a good thing. It may help obtain
future funding or help prevent future
restrictions on your farming operations
or may just make you feel good about
what you are delivering for farmland
birds. If you want a survey carried out
by an experienced surveyor then Kirsty
Brannan is here to help!
Testimony: “I have really enjoyed
carrying out the Oakbank bird survey
with Kirsty. Her expert eyes and ears
were able to identify every bird we saw
and heard on the farm. She plotted
all her findings, so we have a record
of which species are found where
and it has been very useful to look at
historical records to see how things have
changed over time.” Emma Hamer,
Meadowsweet Farm

WOODLAND MANAGEMENT PLANS &
GRANT APPLICATIONS
We deliver WMP’s of the highest
standard whether grant aided or not.
Plans can be tailored to meet shooting
requirements, biomass delivery or simply
to improve the overall woodland habitat.
We ensure all the correct felling licences,
consents and utilities are in place prior
to work starting.
Testimony: ‘The Woodland Division at
Oakbank has recently developed an
excellent 10-year management plan
for my woodlands. Approved by the
Forestry Commission, it comes with
all felling permissions required for its
implementation. This plan will deliver
my multiple objectives of enhancing
wildlife habitat, shooting potential,
income generation and making them
more robust for the future. With the
ongoing support of Oakbank’s woodland
consultants, I am confident that these
previously undermanaged woods will
become far richer habitats and more
valuable estate assets’. Richard Squire,
Bassmead Manor, Staploe

ELS/HLS/CS AUDITS

ECOLOGY SURVEYS AND SSSI MANAGEMENT PLANS

Take away the worry of an RPA inspection by asking Oakbank
to audit your Stewardship Scheme. We will carry out an audit
and send you a report highlighting areas of concern so that
you can remedy them before an inspector calls.

Sarah has a great deal of experience in ecological surveys
and working with SSSI’s and creating management plans
for them. From wood pasture and heathland to ancient
woodland, chalk grassland and other semi-natural habitats, if
you want a professional survey or you have an SSSI in need of
improvement please give Oakbank a call.

Testimony: Matt conducted a thorough check of all the
options in our HLS agreement and produced a working map,
alongside a clear and concise report, highlighting the areas
that needed attention. They are both very useful tools when
planning work schedules for the next year and beyond. Julian
Kennard, Forde Abbey
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Testimony: ‘Sarah’s ecological knowledge and survey
experience has been a useful asset when making plans for
future land management across the estate’. Nick Fox, Head of
Wildlife, Environment & Forestry, Woodhall Park, Watton-atStone

If you have trees near buildings,
roads or public rights of way
then you have a duty of care to
ensure they are safe. We can help
you deliver your estate wide tree
risk management policy as well
as carrying out your tree hazard
inspections.
Testimony: ‘We are delighted with
the assistance and service we
received from Oakbank in developing
a defensible tree risk management
policy for our estate. We were keen
to ensure that we had a long-term
and fit for purpose process in place
so that our tree stock is as safe as is
practical and our legal duty of care
is satisfied. We are now safe in the
knowledge that our entire tree stock
has been considered and, where
necessary, assessed for defects and
that subsequently all issues have
been remediated. The ongoing tree
risk management strategy is now
clear and will be easy to maintain.’
Matthew Sigsworth, Cheveley Park
Stud, Newmarket

GAME COVER CROP ADVICE
(SITING/CHOICE/AGRONOMY)
Setting up a new shoot or want a
fresh pair of eyes to look at game
crops then we can help you. From
siting of the game cover to crop
choice and agronomy advice to
help ensure you get the best out
of the crop.
Testimony: Growing decent game
crops on some of our more exposed
sites is never straightforward but
by working with Oakbank and our
farm contractor and showing good
attention to detail in terms of timings
and crop agronomy we produced
some really good crops this season.
And the bonus is that the kale and
perennials in the mix look to have
survived the winter well and should
deliver good cover for our wild game
and the ever increasing numbers of
songbirds that we see on the Estate.’
Jimmy Shuttlewood, Head ‘keeper,
Snilesworth Estate, North Yorkshire

INTERREG
PARTRIDGE
PROJECT
We are extremely grateful to have received a considerable
donation from Oakbank for the PARTRIDGE project for the
second time in only two years.
PARTRIDGE is a 50% EU co-funded North Sea Region
Interreg project, which demonstrates how farmland
biodiversity can be recovered by 30% by 2023 at 10 demo
sites across the North Sea regions (two sites each in England,
Scotland, Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany, with
further communication partners in Denmark and Sweden).
The generous donation of £4,000.00 in 2019, is the result of
4,000kg of PARTRIDGE mixes sold (for each bag, £20.00 is
donated to the PARTRIDGE project), or 200ha of high-quality
partridge habitat created, mostly across England.
The PARTRIDGE mixes were developed in collaboration
between Oakbank and the GWCT, aimed specifically
to improve partridge conservation alongside farmland
biodiversity in general. The mixes are more species-rich than
other similar mixes available on the market and consist of a
higher proportion of UK-native flower species.
For more info see www.oakbankgc.co.uk/agri-environment/
products/gwct-partridge-mixes. An additional mix, aimed at
more suitable permanent all-year partridge cover, is currently
under development.
The donation will be used entirely to pay towards UK-specific
PARTRIDGE project costs that are not covered by EU funding.
It will allow us to better inform the general public at our UK
demo sites with specifically designed information boards, and
help cover additional partridge-specific habitat creation and
maintenance costs that are neither paid for by the project,
nor by existing HLS agreements.
For more information about the project see here: www.
northsearegion.eu/partridge

IMAGE HERE

Dr Francis Buner
Senior Conservation Scientist
Head of PARTRIDGE Interreg NSR project
The Game and Wildlife Conservation Trust
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WHAT CAN
YOU LEARN
FROM YOUR
FARMLAND
BIRDS?
In spring 2019, Oakbank was able to offer site-specific bird surveys to
clients for the first time. Kirsty Brannan outlines how a fresh look at
farmland birds can benefit you.

THE POWER OF DATA
From the sparrows chirping in the hedge in the morning, to the tawny owls
calling after dark, most of us are surrounded by birds. They are part of our
everyday lives, so it’s easy to take them for granted but birds can be useful
indicators of the health of our environment. They rely on plentiful supplies of
safe, natural food – in the form of insects, berries or seeds – and cover, to
protect them from predators and harsh weather. Some specialist species are
particularly sensitive to their surroundings; probing waders such as Woodcock
and Snipe are nature’s soil health indicators, and Dippers can only thrive where
water quality is high.
For anyone wanting to help wildlife, knowing which species are already present
is an essential early step when identifying which activities are likely to be most
important and effective. For example, last year I recorded Turtle Doves in
thick scrub around a farm pond. After being made aware of them, the farmer
re-arranged the planned pond restoration work so that there would always be
some nesting cover available.
Evidence about your birds can have financial benefits too. For some
Stewardship options, records of particular bird species are needed to unlock
higher paying or appropriate options. Examples include GS9 Management of
wet grassland for breeding waders, and SP9 Threatened species supplement
for Corn Bunting.
Monitoring of bird numbers can also provide you with robust evidence of the
impacts of your land management. This can be particularly helpful to think
about before starting a new project. If you’re thinking of creating some new
habitat for wildlife, or changing existing management, it’s important to be
able to assess the difference this is making and clearly show its benefits. Bird
surveys before and after can be a key part of that demonstration.

IN THE FIELD

RESULTS THAT COUNT

This year, we are offering two bird
survey packages suitable for most
lowland areas. For sites where you
simply want to know what species
are present, package 1 consists
of a single survey visit in May. For
sites where you want to be able to
measure the changes in birds over
time, package 2 consists of two
survey visits between April and
early June.

The results of each bird survey are bespoke to your farm, and typical outputs are
described in the table.

In both cases, fieldwork begins at
dawn. The site is walked so that
all parts of it are covered; every
bird seen or heard is identified and
mapped, and any key behaviour
recorded. Sites that are larger than
275 hectares are split across two
mornings to minimise the risk of
under-recording, as birds become
less active later in the day.

Package 1

Package 2

Individual
sightings

Breeding
territories

Full species list
Number of individual birds recorded
Number of breeding territories present (usually red / amber-listed species only)
Digital map showing red / amber-listed species
Number of birds per area (by conservation status)
Bird mass present (by conservation status)

Package 2 requires two visits to
enable farm-level territory analysis.
This involves mapping all the
observations of a particular species
from both visits on a single map,
and then calculating the number
of likely breeding territories using
standardised rules. For example,
a single observation of a bird may
not indicate a breeding territory
unless it’s of a male singing, an
adult carrying nesting material or
chick food, or is close to another
observation made at least ten days
apart. The reported number of
territories is the minimum required
to accommodate the observations
made. This extra step is important in
ensuring the information about bird
abundance is scientifically robust,
clearly understood and repeatable in
the future.

As well as returning your farmspecific results, at the end of the
season I also compile a short report
showing all the results for the year.
Each site within it is anonymised, but
it provides enough context to see
how your results compare with
other sites.

Other surveys are available for more
specialist areas such as moorland,
woodland and lowland wet
grassland.

Images courtesy of Mike Pollard

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT
Many farmers and estate workers will already have a very good idea of which
birds are around, and where. Similarly, you may be fortunate enough to have
a friendly neighbourhood bird-watcher. However, often it is not enough to
simply have a list of the species that have been seen. You need to be able
to identify which are resident and which are visiting; which are dependent
on your land and which are simply flying over it. More importantly, to show
change over time you need a survey method that is carefully designed,
repeatable and includes a sound analysis of the data recorded.
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FINDING OUT MORE
This year, a limited number of
bird surveys are available on a
first-come, first-served basis and
bookings are being taken now. To
discuss your requirements, get in
touch directly with Kirsty on 07379
285818 or by emailing kirsty@
oakbankgc.co.uk.
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In the short-term, farmers need to start documenting the natural capital on their farms,
and the public goods that it may be possible to deliver in the future. Farmers should
also strongly consider utilising the existing schemes to invest in their farm business,
infrastructure and creation of environmental features, in order to be in a strong position
for the future.

FUTURE FUNDING,
NATURAL CAPITAL
& PUBLIC GOODS

This hedgerow (left) has low natural capital value.
It has since been coppiced, gapped up and double fenced under CSS to increase its
natural capital value.

This hedgerow (right) has high natural capital value.
News coverage and media is now referring to climate change, soil, water and our biodiversity, both in the U.K and worldwide,
on a daily basis. Terms such as ‘natural capital’ and ‘public money for public goods’ are becoming common place in our
vocabulary, but in simple terms, what do they mean and how are they relevant to farming?
Natural Capital is the country’s natural assets: soil, water, air,
species and habitats, along with the associated processes and
functions. It allows us to value the natural environment, thus
building a bridge between the environment and economy.
For example, when valuing England’s woodland using the
natural capital approach, the value of the services that
woodland provides are estimated to be £2.3bn. However,
perhaps surprisingly, the timber value only accounts for
around 10% of that value.
The remaining value is derived from the other benefits to
society the woodland can deliver - the storage of carbon
and water, the prevention of soil erosion, biodiversity and,
in appropriate locations, public access. These benefits are
defined as ‘public goods’. In other words, things that benefit
the public, but cannot be rewarded by the current economic
market alone.
A hedgerow or stone wall network is not of any particular
economic value to the farmer but defines our historic
landscape, providing a sense of place. A member of the public
could recognise and appreciate a Cornish landscape with its
unique hedge banks, or could identify the Yorkshire Dales from
its iconic stone walls.
These linear features not only define our historic landscape
and make good holiday snaps, but are good wildlife habitats,
store carbon and water, reduce surface run off, wind and
soil erosion, as well as providing connectivity through our
landscape, linking habitats and enabling movement of wildlife.
All of these benefits are public goods.
The natural capital value of a habitat varies significantly
according to the management. For example a hedgerow only
trimmed 3 times in 7 years can store 1.4 tonnes of carbon/
ha/yr compared to a trimmed hedgerow which will only
accumulate 0.9tC/ha/yr.

Equally the graph below shows the impact of cutting
management on berry production, an essential source of food
for wintering wildlife. A hedgerow laden with berries which has
supplied pollen and nectar the preceding spring, will have a
higher natural capital value because it is delivering more public
goods.
Minimum Berry Producon Per 2.5sqm of hedgerow

Biodiversity – a source of pollen, nectar and fruit for invertebrates,
small mammals and birds
Biodiversity – good structural habitat from the base to the top which
will support a variety of nesting birds & over-wintering beneficial
invertebrates
Landscape – retains our historic landscape and provides connectivity
for wildlife
Erosion – it will minimise wind blow, surface run-off and soil erosion
on the adjacent fields
Storage – it will absorb and store good quantities of carbon and water

160

Stock – provides shelter, shade, forage and increased productivity

140

Fuel – by coppicing it at regular intervals it provides a source of
sustainable fuel

120
100
80

WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I HAVE AN EXISTING ENVIRONMENTAL SCHEME THAT IS DUE TO EXPIRE?

60

If you have an ELS or CS scheme due to expire then we strongly suggest looking at a new mid-tier CS scheme. You may decide
it’s not for you but if you already have habitat in place for which you are being paid then why not continue? If you have an HLS
scheme due to expire then you could be offered the opportunity to extend it rather than try and get into mid or higher tier
stewardship. If you are offered an extension, here are a few pointers to consider before putting pen to paper.

40
20
0
Hedgerow trimmed annually

Hedgerow le uncut for at
least 2 years

Direct Payments such as The Basic Payment Scheme are
being phased out from 2021-2027. These payments will be
de-linked with the requirement to farm the land, enabling
the recipient to use the funds to invest in improving the farm
productivity or perhaps diversify their business to make it more
resilient in the longer-term.
In England, the new Environmental Land Management Scheme
(ELMS) will not only replace BPS, but also all existing agrienvironment schemes, such as the Countryside Stewardship
Scheme. In the devolved parts of the U.K., equivalent schemes
will also be devised. All schemes will be based upon the
principles of natural capital and the delivery of public goods.
Currently agri-environment scheme payments are based upon
‘income foregone’ calculations. Future payments will be based
upon ‘natural capital’ calculations. In other words there will a
recognition within the payment that good land management
can deliver multiple benefits, not just to the farmer but to the
country as a whole i.e. ‘Public Goods’.
Large-scale trials of ELMS will start in 2021 and the scheme
will be launched in 2024. In the meantime, schemes such as
Countryside Stewardship will still be available to farmers, and
those going into these schemes will not be penalised if they
wish to transfer into ELMS.
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Public goods delivered:

PROS FOR EXTENDING EXISTING HLS
• No missing out of up to a year’s payment
• Arable Field Corner Management still an option, whereas
no longer an option under Countryside Stewardship (CS)
Mid or Higher-tier
• HLS options generally don’t require the same level of
record keeping that is required under CS
• If have grassland options they are generally better payers
than new CS
• Can go straight to Environmental Land Management
Scheme (ELMS) if it looks better than CS

HOW CAN WE HELP?
• We can help you prepare a direct financial comparison of
a new CS scheme compared to your existing scheme.
• We can point out additional management requirements
under CS.
• If you decided to extend we can audit your scheme to
check you are compliant with the agreement you have
signed up to.
For more information and details of the processes involved
please call us on 01480 890686.

CONS AGAINST EXTENDING AND IN FAVOUR OF
MOVING TO MID OR HIGHER TIER CS
• If everyone extends there could be a log-jam in 2024, which
might mean entry into a new scheme is very competitive
• H
 LS extension only guaranteed on rolling annual basis after
2020
• C
 S arable options are better payers
• C
 S opens up capital payments
• CS ‘guaranteed’ payment for 5 years
• C
 an no longer use ELS/HLS land as EFA for greening
• If extend and have inspection, reclaims and penalties are
back-dated to last inspection or (if no previous inspection)
the start of the agreement.
• L
 ose permissive access options HN1-HN7 and woodland
payments HC7-8, even if you extend
• If the ELS/HLS is not working well on the land, e.g. weed
burden from non-rotational options causing problems/no
allowance for access tracks around margins/existing scheme
not delivering for the shoot, then changing to CS gives the
opportunity to plan option layout better and to take up new
options to help resolve other issues e.g. blackgrass
• C
 S gives you a chance to create habitat that could be key to
ELMS payments – ponds/hedges/etc
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MAIZE
The key characteristics of a good maize crop for holding game are that it has
good early vigour and stands through the shooting season. It should also be
sown on wide rows and kept weed free.

PRODUCT
GUIDE 2020
IN THIS PRODUCT GUIDE, YOU WILL HOPEFULLY FIND
THE SEED MIX TO SUIT YOUR SITUATION.

Some people are looking for a very early variety that produces early cobs and can
be flailed off as the season progresses to provide a good food source, whereas
others want a very late maturing variety that doesn’t produce any feed value so
as not to attract the unwanted attention of corvids, rats, badgers and deer. And
somewhere in the middle sit the majority of our customers who are looking for a
maize that gets away strongly, produces cobs that mature in October and stands
through the season. We therefore have 4 types from which to choose:

MAIZE SEED TREATMENTS
Optiplus is a combination of the bird
repellent, Korit, the fungicide Maxim XL
and trace elements magnesium and zinc,
which help establishment. Influx XL and
Redigo M are fungicide treatments.
Take-Off ST is a growth stimulant
resulting in quicker emergence and
enhanced rooting.

However, if you are looking for something different or need help solving a specific problem then please give the office a
call. We are happy to discuss issues that might be unique to your farm or shoot and can put together bespoke mixes where
required. We know the Countryside Stewardship and Environmental Stewardship schemes intimately and can help you
choose a suitable seed mix for your specific soil type, location and purpose.
All of our seed is of the highest quality and we always use certified seed for species which have a certification standard.
Where there is no certification standard we have our own germination and purity tests carried out, so we know exactly
what we are supplying.

WHAT’S CHANGED IN 2020?

GAME COVER

With the seed dressing, Mesurol, no longer approved for
use on maize, 2020 will be the last opportunity to use up
Mesurol treated seed. The same applies to Sonido – the
only effective treatment against wireworm. In terms of the
bird repellent properties that Mesurol delivered, there is
another bird repellent, Korit, which is present in the multipurpose seed dressing, Optiplus. We cannot guarantee
that Korit is as effective as Mesurol but, as it is marketed
as a bird repellent, we are confident it will do a job. What
it doesn’t do is deter slugs from hollowing out the seed so
we do suggest any plots at risk of slug damage are treated
as a matter of course. As for a seed treatment to combat
the threat of wireworm, nothing has yet become available.
The addition of Take-Off Seed treatment to our Oakbank
Maize and Gold Fire Kale Blend certainly seems to help
establishment and we have also noticed that the Take-Off
treated plants appear to have a better root structure and
are therefore less susceptible to lodging.

By definition, is any crop grown with the intention of feeding
and/or holding game birds in the shooting season. As the
season does not begin until September and lasts until the end
of January there is no rush to get game covers drilled in the
spring. Many game cover species come from warmer climates
so will only grow when the soil is warm enough. Please also
remember that if game birds are to spend time in these crops
they need to be easily accessible and provide a good overhead
canopy. That means they need to be relatively weed free and
sown on wide enough rows to allow the birds to move around
under the canopy. Far too many crops are sown too thick
so the birds can’t access them until they have died back in
December.

OAKBANK MAIZE

GAME MAIZE

LATE (NO COB) MAIZE

SUPER-EARLY MAIZE

(VR ADMIRO FAO 240)

(MATTEO FAO 290 OR
CODISMART FAO 300)

(LG3540 FAO 560 OR
AGROKING FAO 600)

(VR EMMERSON FAO 150)

• Proven varieties
• Good standing power
• Later to mature than Oakbank
Maize

• Very late maturing
• Good standing power
• Mid-maturity
• Excellent standing power

» Seed treatment –
Optiplus (Matteo); Redigo M
ONLY (Codismart)
» Bag size – 50,000 seeds
» Recommended seed rate
100-120,000 seeds/ha

» Seed treatment –
Optiplus (AgroKing);
Redigo M ONLY (LG3540)
» Bag size – 50,000 seeds
» Recommended seed rate
100-120,000 seeds/ha

GRUNER ANGELITA

GOLDENEYE

GOLD FIRE KALE BLEND

• Good early vigour
• Strong stem
• Winter hardy
• Good second year crop

• Good early vigour
• Some club root resistance
• Strong stem
• Winter hardy
• Good second year crop

• A
 mix of Goldeneye, Anglian
Gold and Spitfire Kale Rape
• Goldeneye and Anglian Gold
Treated with Take-Off ST
• Excellent early vigour and good
winter hardiness
• Good second year crop

• Proven variety
• Take-Off ST seed treatment
produces faster emergence
and stronger root and stem
structure
• Mid-maturity
• Excellent standing power
» Seed treatment – Optiplus/
Take-Off ST
» Bag size – 45,000 seeds
» Recommended seed rate
100-120,000 seeds/ha

» Seed treatment - Korit/Redigo M
» Bag size – 50,000 seeds
» Recommended seed rate
100,000 seeds/ha

KALE
As ever, seedbed conditions
at time of drilling make the
difference between success
and failure with kale.
Sow into a warm, fine, moist
seedbed and the kale will
be up in rows in a week and
shouldn’t look back. Our two
main varieties are Gruner
angelita and Goldeneye.
Our Gold Fire Kale Blend
proved very successful last
year, although whether that
was due to the Take-Off ST
seed dressing or the multiple
varieties in the blend we
cannot say.
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• Proven variety in the UK
• Super-early for guaranteed
cobs
• Good standing power

» Seed treatment – recleaned
only
» Bag size – 1kg

» Seed treatment – recleaned
only
» Bag size – 1kg

» Seed treatment - Take-Off ST
» Bag size – 5kg (hectare)
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OAKBANK GAME MIXES
The mixes in this section have been developed for Game although
the majority of them are also suitable as wild bird seed mixes.

SORGHUM

Still a popular cover crop in the south of the UK, sorghum provides a warm and
windproof cover crop.

Under CS the AB9 option pays £640/ha and it opens the door to a
further £316/ha through the AB12 supplementary feeding option.
Other stewardship mixes which would also be suitable for game but
are more directed at farmland birds can be found in the Stewardship
Section on page 18.

3 HLS
3 CSS
• A traditional ‘game cover’ mix
• Provides food and cover
• Not suitable for cold or exposed sites
• Contains mustard, fodder radish, white, red
and reed millet, phacelia, quinoa, buckwheat

Often grown alongside maize as a wind break, sorghum has also come into its own as part
of many wild bird seed mixes as it stands so well and helps hold up some of the weaker
seed bearing species. It must not be sown until the soil temperature reaches 14°C.

OAKBANK MILO

MID-HEIGHT SORGHUM

• Blend of US and French grain sorghum
• Fantastic standing power
• French sorghum will set seed
• Leaf structure similar to maize

• Grain sorghum
• Slightly taller than Milo
• Good standing power

» Seed treatment – Thiram
» Bag size – 10kg

» Seed treatment – recleaned only
» Bag size – 10kg

» Seed treatment – recleaned only
» Bag size – 8kg (half hectare)

GM313

3 ELS
3 HLS

3 CSS
• A
 very good holding and
driving cover for the South
• Dwarf sunflowers add colour
and finch food
• Grain sorghum and reed millet deliver warm
cover right through the winter
• Contains dwarf grain sorghum, dwarf
sunflowers, white, red and reed millet,
mustard

» Seed treatment – Apron XL (sunflowers)
» Bag size – 10kg (half hectare)

MILLET

3 ELS

GM109

A very popular food crop in the warmer parts of the UK, millet forms the basis of
many wild bird seed mixes as well as being a useful early food source for game birds.

GM416

3 ELS
3 HLS

3 CSS
• F
 antastic all-round game cover
for areas that can grow sorghum
• Stands through the winter and provides
large amounts of food for game and
songbirds
• Most popular annual game mix
• Sprayable for broadleaf weeds
• Contains spring triticale, white, red and
reed millet, linseed, dwarf grain sorghum,
camelina, mustard

» Seed treatment – Redigo Pro
(spring triticale)
» Bag size – 25kg (half hectare)

OAKBANK FEED & FLUSH

3 ELS

3 HLS
3 CSS
• T
 ruly winter hardy mix providing
warm, dry habitat and lots of food
• Providing the kale establishes well
it can be left for a second year
• Inclusion of millet and sorghum restrict it to
less severe climates
• Contains gruner angelita kale, spring triticale,
white, red and reed millet, fodder radish,
camelina, dwarf grain sorghum, quinoa

» Seed treatment – Redigo Pro
(spring triticale)
» Bag size – 20kg (half hectare)

Red and white millet are primarily ‘food’ producing species whilst Japanese reed
millet is an excellent winter cover crop in its own right.

OAKBANK ELEVATION MIX

RED & WHITE MILLET

JAPANESE REED MILLET

REED MILLET MIX

• R
 ed millet matures slightly earlier than
white millet
• Both produce large quantities of
palatable seed
• Mix well with Oakbank Milo and tolerant
of same herbicides
• Sold as individual species or as a mix in
Oakbank Millet Mix

• Excellent ‘structural’ component in mixes
• Very good standing power through the
winter
• Will grow in harsher climates than sorghum

• T
 he perfect blend of reed, red and white
millet
• Delivers cover and food through the winter

» Seed treatment – recleaned only
» Bag size – 10kg
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» Seed treatment – recleaned only
» Bag size – 10kg

» Seed treatment – recleaned only
» Bag size – 10kg

3 ELS
3 HLS

3 CSS
• F
 eed and flush for the north of
the UK and more exposed sites
• Very warm and winter hardy mix
that also provides natural food
• Good kale establishment means it can be
left for a second year
• Contains gruner angelita kale, goldeneye
kale, spitfire kale rape, linseed, spring triticale,
camelina, quinoa, mustard, fodder radish

» Seed treatment – Redigo Pro
(spring triticale)
» Bag size – 20kg (half hectare)

OAKBANK TEW MIX

3 ELS
3 HLS

3 CSS
• A
 simple mix in which you can
control thistles and, to a lesser
extent, docks
• Food provided by triticale and millet
• Goldeneye kale and spitfire kale rape
deliver good winter cover
• If kale establishes well can be left a
second year
• Contains goldeneye kale, spring triticale,
white millet, spitfire kale rape

» Seed treatment – Redigo Pro
(spring triticale)
» Bag size – 18kg (half hectare)

OAKBANK GRASS WEED
BUSTER

3 ELS
3 HLS

3 CSS
• D
 eveloped as a mix in which
you can control grass weeds such as
couch, barnyard grass and foxtail millet
• Suitable for late sowing (until late July) so
stale seedbeds can be easily attained
• Can be sprayed post-emergence with most
graminicides
• Provides good winter cover and food
• Can be mixed with kale and/or chicory to
provide two-year crop
• Contains buckwheat, camelina, fodder
radish, forage rape, quinoa, mustard

» Seed treatment – recleaned only
» Bag size – 15kg (hectare)
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PERENNIAL CROPPING OPTIONS

CATCH CROPS

All wild bird shoots and any shoots reliant on game crops to produce drives should
have a percentage of their crops as perennials.

These are for late sown game cover crops, whether patching in failed areas of game cover or creating a drive after harvest and
not to be confused with Catch and Cover crops for EFA and soil improvement.

However, please don’t think that you can just plant a perennial crop and it will guarantee
cover for many years. All perennials need to be established with care and need annual
management if they are to deliver the habitat that game requires. Once established they
are a terrific source of reassurance especially in difficult years. Perennials are excellent
for providing reliable cover, but they don’t produce much winter food. They can attract
insects and be useful for brood rearing, plus they can offer considerable cost savings
over their lifetime. Some are easy to establish (and to remove if required), others,
artichokes for example, are rather more permanent. Please talk to us to discuss what
you are looking to achieve and we can advise you on the best solution.

OAKBANK RESCUE MIX

UTOPIA

OTHER CATCH CROPS

• C
 ontains tyfon stubble turnip, forage rape,
fodder radish and mustard

• The best late sown brassica for game
• Canopy similar to kale
• Don’t drill too early or crop will bolt and
flower

• Forage rape
• Fodder radish
• Mustard
•  Tyfon
• Stubble turnip 
• Spitfire kale-rape

» Seed treatment – recleaned only
» Bag size – 5kg

» Seed treatment – recleaned only
» Bag size – 2kg

GAME COVER STRAIGHTS
GM206

HOME SWEET HOME

• Our most popular and successful perennial mix
• Must be sown on wide rows to avoid disappointment
• Reed millet delivers cover in year 1
• Chicory, reed canary grass and sweet clover then provide cover for
5 years+
• Contains reed millet, reed canary grass, chicory, sweet clover

• Developed for estates with wild game interest
• Long-term mix delivering winter cover and spring chick food
• Sweet fennel a very winter hardy perennial that also delivers insects
in the spring
• Reed millet and kale rape give cover in year 1
• Contains sweet fennel, sweet clover, chicory, spitfire kale rape,
lucerne, reed millet

» Seed treatment – recleaned only
» Bag size – 6kg (half hectare)

»S
 eed treatment – nitrogen gold inoculum (lucerne)
» Bag size – 12kg (hectare)

CANARY/REED CANARY

MISCANTHUS

• R
 eed canary grass (phalaris arundinacea) is UK native unlike Canary
grass (p. aquatica)
• Both must be sown in wide rows (75cm) and need ongoing
management
• Better sown in mixes

• Fantastic holding and driving crop
• Takes two years to establish
• Once established holds birds all day whatever the weather
• Best grown in strips alongside a food crop
• Can be oversown in year 1
• For establishment advice and costs please contact our office

»S
 eed treatment - recleaned only
» Bag size – 2.5kg
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

 riticale – winter & spring
T
Quinoa
Buckwheat
Sunflowers
» Black sunflowers
» Dwarf sunflowers
Linseed
Camelina
Phacelia
Beans/peas/wheat/barley

»M
 inimum order size – 2,000 rhizomes (0.2ha)
»B
 ag size – 2,000 to 10,000 rhizomes
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STEWARDSHIP
MIXES

WILD BIRD SEED MIXES
Suitable for Mid-Tier AB9 (£640/ha) or ELS EF2 (£450/ha) the following mixes
are all stewardship compliant. Other stewardship compliant mixes can be found
in the game mixes section (page 15).

OAKBANK FLOWER MIXES

NECTAR-RICH GOLD
CORN BUNTING
MIX

3 ELS
3 HLS
3 CSS

• D
 esigned by the
RSPB specifically
for corn buntings
• Contains spring barley, spring
triticale, mustard, red clover
» Seed treatment – Redigo Pro
(barley and triticale)
» Bag size – 25kg (half hectare)

TREE SPARROW
MIX

3 ELS
3 HLS
3 CSS

• A
 nother targeted
mix containing species
favoured by the tree sparrow
• Contains spring triticale, spring
wheat, quinoa, white and red
millet
» Seed treatment – Redigo Pro
(wheat and triticale)
» Bag size – 25kg (half hectare)

FARMLAND BIRD
MIX

3 ELS
3 HLS
3 CSS

• A
 more generalist
wild bird seed mix providing
some insect interest as well
• Lots of winter food
• Can be mixed with kale to
produce a two-year crop
• Contains spring triticale, spring
barley, white, red and reed
millet, mustard, fodder radish,
phacelia, quinoa

YORKSHIRE
CEREAL MIX

3 ELS
3 HLS
3 CSS

• Easy to establish
• Post-emergence broad leaf
weed control
• Contains spring wheat, spring
barley, spring triticale, linseed

3 ELS
3 HLS

3 CSS
• S
 tandard nectar mix for the new
Mid-Tier CS
• Contains sainfoin, winter vetch,
alsike clover, red clover, birdsfoot trefoil,
lucerne, musk mallow, yarrow

» Seed treatment – nitrogen gold inoculum
(lucerne)
» Bag size – 12kg (hectare)

CELTIC MIX

3 ELS
3 HLS

3 CSS
• T
 he Oakbank slant on the new
AB1 option provides a bit more
winter cover with the inclusion
of chicory and summer cover in year 1
by adding mustard
• Contains lucerne, chicory, winter vetch,
birdsfoot trefoil, mustard, red campion,
oxeye daisy, sainfoin

» Seed treatment – nitrogen gold inoculum
(lucerne)
» Bag size – 12kg (hectare)

» Seed treatment – Redigo Pro
(barley, wheat and triticale)
» Bag size – 25kg (half hectare)

» Seed treatment – Redigo Pro
(barley and triticale)
» Bag size – 25kg (half hectare)

NECTAR FLOWER MIXES
Suitable for Mid-Tier AB1 (£511/ha) or ELS EF4 (£450/ha)
- the following mixes are all stewardship compliant.

OAKBANK HONEY BEE MIX

3 ELS

3 HLS
3 CSS
• S
 everal bee-keepers have asked
us for a Stewardship compliant
mix containing species favoured
by honey bees
• Contains borage, phacelia, sweet clover,
alsike clover, red clover, common
knapweed, selfheal
» Seed treatment – recleaned only
» Bag size – 6kg (half hectare)

FLOWER-RICH MARGINS
AND PLOTS
Suitable for mid-tier AB8
(£539/ha)

AUTUMN SOWN
BUMBLEBIRD MIX
Suitable for Mid-Tier
AB16 (£550/ha)

OAKBANK AUTUMN SOWN BUMBLEBIRD MIX

3 ELS

3 HLS
3 CSS
• Sown in September
• Delivers good insect-rich brood rearing the following
spring/summer and the spring/summer after that
• Only provides winter food and cover in the second winter
• Good option for wild bird shoots in rotation with AB9
• Contains winter wheat, winter barley, winter triticale, winter vetch,
camelina, fodder radish, stubble turnip, gruner angelita kale, sweet
clover, birdsfoot trefoil, oxeye daisy, phacelia, crimson clover

For customers with a real passion
for wild flora we can make up
grass and native wild flower mixes
for specific soil types such as
chalky loam and clay soils but
these tend to be bespoke mixes
depending on your requirement
and budget.

» Seed treatment – Redigo Pro (barley, wheat and triticale)
» Bag size – 25kg (half hectare)
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3 ELS
3 HLS

3 CSS
• 90:10 grass:flower mix
• A mix designed to tick the boxes
for mid-tier CS as well as provide
some colour and insect-interest
• Uses agricultural cultivars of some flowers
to keep the cost down
• Contains slender creeping red fescue,
chewings fescue, smooth stalked meadow
grass, common bent, crested dogstail, small
leaf timothy, birdsfoot trefoil (ag), yarrow
(ag), selfheal, oxeye daisy, red campion,
alsike clover

OAKBANK AB8 PREMIUM
MIX

3 ELS
3 HLS

3 CSS
• A
 similar mix to the standard mix
but using only native wild flowers
• Native flowers deliver more in the way of
diversity and longevity
• Contains the same grasses as the budget
mix but the following flowers (all native):
yellow trefoil, yarrow, oxeye daisy, wild
carrot, red campion, white campion,
selfheal, ribwort plantain
» Seed treatment – recleaned only
» Bag size – 20kg (hectare)

» Seed treatment – recleaned only
» Bag size – 20kg (hectare)

SUPPLEMENTARY FEEDING:
Suitable for mid-tier AB12 (£632/tonne), EF23
(£630/tonne) and HF24 (£822/tonne).
Probably the most important farmland bird option
as it delivers guaranteed food through the winter
when the birds most need it. You can use your own
wheat and oilseed rape but a percentage of small
seeds such as millet, sunflower hearts and canary
seed are essential to ensure you are feeding a range
of species. We will have two standard mixes for
winter 2020, a budget mix, which will have a higher
percentage of cheaper ingredients such as millet and
oilseed rape and a premium mix containing more
sunflower hearts and canary seed. And, as always,
we will offer straights as well as bespoke mixes.

OAKBANK AB8 MIX

TWO-YEAR SOWN LEGUME
FALLOW
Suitable for mid-tier AB15 option
(£522/ha)

OAKBANK AB15 MIX

3 ELS

3 HLS
3 CSS
• G
 ood option for blackgrass
control providing establishment
is done correctly
• Helps pollinators and delivers invertebrate
chick food for farmland birds
• Contains intermediate perennial ryegrass,
cocksfoot, red clover, winter vetch,
birdsfoot trefoil, red campion
» Seed treatment – recleaned only
» Bag size – 15kg (half hectare)
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GWCT PARTRIDGE
PROJECT MIXES

COVER AND COMPANION CROPS
Oakbank is actively involved with this
increasingly important market, including
substantial trials with Sky Agriculture and
Opico. We offer a complete range of
species for these uses including:

Four mixes developed in conjunction
with the GWCT and European partners
to help the grey partridge recover its
range across Europe.
All four mixes are suitable for the
Countryside Stewardship Scheme.
The margin mix uses robust and tall
native flowers and grasses to create an
insect-rich margin ideal for nesting and
brood rearing as well as providing some
winter cover; the meadow mix delivers
a ‘traditional’ wild flower meadow with
added protection for the partridges; the
nectar mix uses agricultural legumes
and native flowers to deliver secure
brood-rearing habitat and some winter
cover and the wild bird seed mix delivers
winter food and cover as well as broodrearing cover for 2-3 years. For every
hectare pack of the GWCT PARTRIDGE
project mixes that you purchase,
Oakbank will donate £20 to the project.

GWCT PARTRIDGE
MARGIN MIX

3 ELS
3 HLS
3 CSS

• C
 ontains fine & tussocky grasses
(slender creeping red fescue, chewings
fescue, smooth stalked meadow grass,
meadow fescue, small leaf timothy,
cocksfoot), native wild flowers (yarrow,
oxeye daisy, teasel, red campion, white
campion, ribwort plantain, wild carrot)
and agricultural legumes (sainfoin, yellow
blossom clover)
» Bag size – 20kg (hectare)

GWCT PARTRIDGE
MEADOW MIX

• Black Oats
• Forage Rye
• Legumes – Berseem Clover, Vetches,
Crimson Clover
• Daikon and Oil Radish
• Buckwheat
• Phacelia

3 ELS

We are able to offer these species in
straight form or we can create mixtures
for your particular purpose. If you are
interested in this area of work, please join
our Cover Crop Group for information
about open days, talks and visits. Please
email ian@oakbankgc.co.uk for more
information.

3 HLS

3 CSS
• C
 ontains traditional meadow
type grasses (slender creeping red fescue,
chewing fescue, smooth stalked meadow
grass, meadow fescue, crested dogstail,
common bent) and native wild flowers
suitable for an extensive cutting regime
(wild red clover, birdsfoot trefoil, field
scabious, yarrow, black knapweed, selfheal,
ladys bedstraw, wild carrot, oxeye daisy,
wild marjoram, teasel, musk mallow, red
campion, tufted vetch)
» Bag size – 12kg (hectare)



AMENITY

FORAGE

• G
 rass seed for lawns, sports pitches,
landscaping
• Horse paddock grass
• Wild flowers

• S
 hort and long term leys
• Specialist silage and haylage leys
• Traditional pasture meadows

TREES/SHRUBS/HEDGING
All of our trees and shrubs are sourced
from a fantastic family run nursery in
Yorkshire.
GWCT PARTRIDGE
NECTAR MIX

3 ELS
3 HLS

3 CSS
• C
 ontains agricultural red clover,
black medic, vetch, sainfoin, sweet clover,
chicory, yarrow and native lady’s bedstraw,
wild carrot, black knapweed, oxeye daisy,
teasel, musk mallow
» Bag size – 12kg (hectare)

GWCT PARTRIDGE
WILD BIRD MIX

3 ELS
3 HLS

3 CSS
• C
 ontains triticale, sunflowers,
sweet fennel, lucerne, kale, fodder radish,
mustard, camelina, chicory, teasel, vetch,
perennial rye

» Seed treatment – Redigo Pro (triticale),
Take-off (kale), nitrogen gold inoculum
(lucerne)
» Bag size – 20kg (hectare)

The provenance and quality of the plants
is second-to-none and we are very
competitively priced. From 60cm barerooted whips to pot grown shrubs and
standard trees we can supply whatever
your hedging/tree planting/shrubby area
creation project requires.

• 2
 0-90cm hedging whips plus spirals and
canes
» Multiples of 25 plants per species
• 6-8ft Standard Trees plus tubex guards and
stakes
• 20-90cm shrubs plus shrub shelters and
stakes
» Multiples of 25 plants per species

FOLIAR FEEDS/FERTILISER/LIME
Bionature liquid fertiliser products are
easy to apply as well as being compatible
with many early post-emergence
herbicides so you can give your crops an
early boost whilst killing the early weed
competition.
NHK Delta/1-4 ALL combination at 2-4
leaves of the plant followed by Tip-

Top at 6-8 leaves has produced some
exceptional crops on difficult plots and, in
some cases has replaced the use of solid
fertiliser entirely.

• NHK Delta/1-4-ALL/Tip Top

CROP PROTECTION
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Terror kites have proven to be extremely
effective bird deterrents and have saved
many game cover crops from total
destruction by our feathered friends.

from dawn until dusk. Unlike bangers
they also don’t upset the neighbours!

They work in all but the lightest breeze
and keep problem birds off the crops

• Terror Kite
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When the biology present in the soil is affected by sudden
changes to the ecosystem (by cultivations or the effects of
a fungicide/pesticide/fertiliser), the overall soil health could
be affected. When these practices are the norm, the soil
becomes dependent upon the artificial amendments and the
biological processes are continually impaired. By adopting a
more biologically sensitive approach, many natural systems
can be repaired and these will perform many of the functions
more efficiently than mechanical or chemical intervention.

REGENERATIVE
A G R I C U LT U R E &
H E A LT H Y S O I L S
SOIL HEALTH IS BECOMING A REGULAR DISCUSSION
POINT FOR FARMERS AND ADVISORS, BUT WHAT DOES
IT REALLY MEAN?
Personally, I like the US Dept of Agriculture definition, which states that it is “the continued capacity of soil to function as
a vital living ecosystem that sustains plants, animals and humans”. That definition clearly relates to the fact that only living
things can have “health” and looking at soil in that way should give us a new perspective on how and why we should care for
it. It is becoming increasingly clear that our relative neglect of the soil biology has impacted on the chemical and physical
properties too.

Properties that determine soil health include both
fundamental and dynamic factors or qualities. Some
factors are derived from a soil’s basic characteristics,
whilst others are strongly influenced by the management
over time. For example, a sandy soil will naturally drain
faster than a clay soil and it will have a lower nutrient
holding capacity (CEC). These characteristics are not
easily changed by management, but one focus for soil
health research must be to use appropriate techniques on
different soil types that improve the soils function.
The principles of Regenerative Agriculture are very closely
aligned with improving soil health and practitioners often
move away from synthetic inputs much faster than they
anticipated. It is not a simple solution and it will take some
time to get a degraded soil back into good health, but the
benefits are being seen across the globe on both arable
and livestock farms. The basic principles of Regenerative
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The simple fact that a healthy soil produces better crops
also leads to an expectation that inputs can be reduced
over time, with many growers choosing to cut out some
inputs altogether, particularly insecticides. Organisms under
stress (plants and animals) will succumb to disease and pest
pressure far more quickly than robust, healthy specimens.
Healthy soils will slow down the rate at which stresses such as
drought, waterlogging, heat and nutrient deficiency will affect
growing crops, so the need for intervention/ expenditure will
be reduced.
Reducing the level of chemical inputs going onto and into the
soil is likely to speed up the rate of improvement in soil health,
as products such as fungicides, pesticides and even fertilisers
can be detrimental. A healthy soil should have a good
balance of bacterial and fungal activity, but modern farming
techniques seem to favour bacteria at the expense of fungi. A
key part of a healthy soil is the Arbuscular Mychorrizal Fungi
(AMF) network that forms symbiotic relationships with the
roots of most plants. These plants have a mutually beneficial
trade of photosynthetic carbon to the AMF in exchange for
nutrients e.g. P and N. It is important to recognise that AMF
cannot complete their life-cycle without a host plant, which
is another reason to increase diversity in both your rotation
and in cover crop mixes. Obviously, cultivation is unhelpful for
AMF, but several trials have shown that no-till farming alone is
a poor replacement for no-till and keeping active roots in the
soil via cover crops. The soil cover and active roots feed the

biology, which then combine to provide many of the services
for which steel and horsepower have been relied upon.
A classic example of how biology can affect the function of a
soil is in water management. It is the AMF hyphae that excrete
the long carbon chain glycoprotein, glomalin, which both
facilitates soil aggregation and increases carbon storage within
the soil. These aggregates will combine to produce a mix of
large and small spaces in the soil (Macro and Micro-pores) that
regulate the passage of water. Micro-pores hold water in the
soil through adhesion to the surface of the particles, whereas
macro-pores allow water to pass through the soil profile,
leaving room for air/ oxygen. It is essential for a healthy soil to
have a mixture of pore sizes so that it is able to hold water, but
it can also regulate the amount and not become waterlogged
and anaerobic. These pore spaces also allow room for roots
and fungal hyphae to have good access to the widest possible
area.
Another useful benefactor of these pore spaces will be
earthworms, one of the most visible of the countless
organisms that live in healthy soils. They are a useful
measuring tool for soil improvement as they can be counted
very easily and, in simple terms, an increase in worm numbers
equals better soil health. It is worth doing a little bit of worm
research as there are a number of different types and a useful
website is The Earthworm Society of Great Britain (www.
earthwormsoc.org.uk). Earthworms play a huge role in the
build up of soil organic matter as some species pull down soil
residue from the surface, deep into the soil profile where it
gets processed further by a number of organisms.
Be under no illusion that managing soil health is easy but there
are farmers rewriting the rule book on what can be achieved
and the benefits that can be delivered. A simple acceptance
that a “Healthy Soil” is a living thing will go a long way to
setting us off on a better path.

Agriculture are:
• Living roots in the soil for as much of the year as possible these roots are feeding the soil biology with their exudates,
facilitating the building of soil aggregates and releasing
previously unavailable nutrients
• Cover soil at all times with living plants or crop residue mimic nature and protect the soil surface from the impact of
the weather (sun, wind and rain)
• Minimise or eradicate soil disturbance - reduce or replace
tillage by using direct drilling or broadcasting cover crops
• Increase diversity in your rotation - grow a wider range of
cash and cover crops that affect soil resources in different
ways
• Incorporate grazing animals back into the rotation where
possible - the impact of grazing animals on the biological
processes should not be underestimated.
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COULD A COVER CROP BE
BETTER FOR YOUR ARABLE
BUSINESS THAN A SPRING
CROP IN 2020?
As I sit here and write this at the beginning of January 2020, the last few months have been extremely
challenging on farms across the country. Winter rainfall totals are well up on typical levels and the land is
struggling to cope in many areas. At a recent farmer meeting in the Midlands, of the 30+ farmers in the room
there was not a single hectare of winter wheat planted and those that had oilseed rape in the ground were very
worried about that too.

So, if we look forward to the end of February or early March and ground conditions
are still not ideal for drilling, what should your considerations be?
•W
 hat crops could I grow?
•A
 re you feeding it to your own stock?
•D
 o you need the straw for your own use?
•W
 hat are the likely variable costs of that crop?
•D
 o you have seed – Is there any available?
•W
 hat are realistic yield-range expectations (top and bottom)?
•W
 hat are the market commentators saying about demand and prices for this crop?
•W
 hen is this crop likely to be harvested?
•W
 ill this impact on timeliness / success of the following crop?
These discussions and decisions are very difficult, but we know several farmers who
are already planning to fallow fields or parts of fields where they know growing a
crop will be equivalent to pouring money down the drain. However, this fallow will
not be left bare as these same farmers understand that living roots and active soil
biology can help repair these damaged soils.
There is no rush to get these ‘active fallow’ crops into the ground, so we can use the
longer days of late spring and early summer to dry and warm the ground. It may well
be that some form of cultivation is the correct thing to choose, especially seeing the
state of some fields post-harvest of potatoes and other root crops. It is vital that this
activity is effective and doesn’t increase issues such as compaction in the wet soils.
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ADVANTAGES OF AN ACTIVE FALLOW
1. W
 ide window of opportunity – 8-12 weeks of
cover crop growth can deliver real benefits
2. Low cost – Potential high return by getting the
next crop into ideal conditions
3. Weed control pre and post planting, plus
competition from a well grown cover crop
4. Opportunity to retain, recover and grow nutrients
– Reduce the input costs for following crop
5. Timely entry into next crop
6. Feeding soil biology, beneficial insects and
pollinators
7. Rooting to depths that cultivations cannot reach
8. Potential to reduce impacts of similar weather
episodes in the future
So what plants are best for planting in late spring
/ early summer? If you think about the types of
mixtures that are used in Countryside Stewardship,
you will quickly realise that there is a very wide
range of possibilities. Certainly bear in mind what
your rotation is likely to be for the next year or two,
but I would try to get a couple of legumes into the
mix. If you have any peas or beans on the farm then
these would be perfect, but also consider any of the
annual legumes, such as berseem or crimson clover
which can grow quite rapidly in warm soils. Vetch
can be another good choice and there are a number
of different types to choose from, so take advice on
what would be best for your circumstances.

Buckwheat, phacelia and linseed are other great
performers that can bring recognised benefits for
your soil, without any notable issues. Buckwheat is
one of the fastest growing species and it can help to
make more phosphate available to your next crop.
Linseed roots penetrate the soil well and we always
find worms love mixes with linseed in them. Phacelia
does a terrific job in the top few centimetres of the
soil as its fibrous roots create a fine tilth, but it can
also send roots down to great depths. Given that
the soils are likely to have been waterlogged and
possibly compacted, radish would be another species
to consider. Oakbank had some great results with
Smart Radish in 2019, particularly where the crop was
for grazing, but Daikon types can be very good at
nutrient retention and pan-busting too.
There will be a temptation to use something very
cheap just to try and extract water from the soil,
but this may be a missed opportunity and not what
your soil needs. Scientists have shown that straight
mustard can be quite detrimental to soil biology,
so be sure to add some other species into your mix
(something like vetch would be a good choice here).
There are a large number of sunlight hours available
to power some transformatory growth so use it to
good effect. Don’t choose the cheapest option,
choose something that will produce a valuable
resource that you can benefit from in the autumn.
Make sure that it allows a timely entry into your
next crop, giving you the best chance of excellent
establishment and high yields.
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OAKBANK
WOODLAND DIVISION
SERVICES
WOODLAND MANAGEMENT
PLANNING
• Multifaceted and comprehensive
woodland management plans
• Concise, operational woodland
management plans
• Ancient Woodland Restoration Plans
• Felling licence applications and
assistance
We are able to offer all levels of
assistance, from detailed woodland
management plans for semi-natural,
ancient woodland and SSSI’s, through
to more concise plans for simple
woodland improvements and to enable
felling licences. We also offer one-off
visits to discuss and advise on your
woodland management and to mark up
your thinnings to maximise your crop
potential for the future. We specialise
in advising on how to improve your
woodland ecologically as well as for
game shooting and to maximise the
potential economic return. Whatever
your woodland needs, we can assist.

NEW WOODLAND CREATION
•G
 rant application
• Assisting woodland design and layout
planning
•C
 ontractor engagement
•S
 upply of trees, shrubs and protection
•M
 anagement of site Health and Safety
We are experienced at planning,
administering and managing new
woodland planting schemes for all
requirements. If you are an estate
manager wanting to plant new woods
for shoot improvements or a Town
Council Clerk wishing to plant an area
of public amenity woodland, we know
how best to achieve it and we are here
to help.
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GRANT APPLICATIONS AND
FUNDING GUIDANCE AND
ASSISTANCE
• CS Woodland Creation Grant
• CS Woodland Creation Planning Grant
• CS Woodland Management Plan Grant
• CS Woodland Tree Health Grant
• CS Woodland Improvement Grant
• Woodland Carbon Fund Woodland
Creation Grant
• Ancient Woodland Restoration Plans
We have a very good understanding of
these complex grants and can assist
you in securing an important income
stream for your woodland. Whether it
be new woodland creation, woodland
management plans or funding to restore
and improve woodland affected with
Chalara ash dieback or Phytophthora
ramorum (larch and chestnut), Oakbank
is here to help.

TREE RISK MANAGEMENT
•G
 uidance on tree risk strategy to suite
your needs and tree stock
•P
 roduction of Risk Management Policy
•C
 arry out tree hazard inspections and
provision of written reports
•C
 ontractor engagement
•M
 anagement of site Health and Safety
Managing the risk posed by trees is
acknowledged as an essential part of
managing any land holding, and we have
extensive experience in this field. We can
advise you on the most cost effective
and reasonable approach to managing
your tree stock. Implementing a
proactive and defensible system need
not be particularly onerous in terms of
time or cost but would prove invaluable
in the event of a tree related incident.
Call us now to discuss implementing a
workable tree risk management strategy.

WOODLAND OPERATIONAL
MANAGEMENT
•M
 arking of trees for thinning and
harvesting operations
•W
 oodland Maintenance Management
•C
 ontractor engagement
•T
 imber harvesting and marketing
• Management of site Health & Safety
Oakbank can help you plan, arrange
and supervise all of your woodland
operations, including timber harvesting,
be it through contractor engagement or
through negotiated or tendered standing
sales. We can manage your coppice
cutting and fencing requirements,
your new woodland planting or young
woodland maintenance such as
spraying, replacing failed trees (known
as beating up) or tube maintenance. We
have a portfolio of trusted contractors
and timber buyers ready to work for you.

MANAGEMENT OF ANCIENT AND
VETERAN TREES
•G
 uidance on sensitive management of
these important structures and habitats
•C
 arry out inspections and provide
reports and guidance for managing
specific trees
•C
 ontractor engagement
•M
 anagement of site Health and Safety
Ancient and veteran trees are beyond
normal maturity for their species and are
therefore relatively rare and incredibly
important habitats within our ecosystem
and our landscape. These structures
require specific care, presenting a
unique set of management challenges,
which differ from conventional
arboriculture, including the management
of land surrounding the trees themselves
and management to prevent structural
failure. We have a lot of experience in
the management of these irreplaceable
elements of our heritage and would
be delighted to assist you in the
management of yours.

MANAGING A SSSI
WOODLAND WITH
GAME INTERESTS
Kingston Wood Estate is a historic estate situated on the Cambridgeshire/Hertfordshire border
and encompasses a significant area of important Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland, much of
which is designated SSSI.
When the Metherell family acquired Kingston Wood in 2011, they immediately set about
improving the quality of the arable land for wildlife and for game by implementing a Higher
Level Stewardship Scheme. Shooting played an important role in the planning of this scheme
and the shoot quietly developed as the habitat improved. Sadly the woodland had been
undermanaged for many years and the lack of management, combined with high numbers of
both fallow deer and muntjac, as well as grey squirrels, meant it was in a very poor state.
Implementing a woodland management plan to arrest the decline and begin to restore the
woodland was a big task, particularly given the SSSI and sensitive nature of the site. By working
closely with Natural England and the Forestry Commission throughout the preparation of the
plan, Oakbank’s woodland consultant, Karen Russell, was able to address their concerns and
design a plan that was good for the woodland as well as ticking the boxes for gamekeeper, Iain
McKenzie and delivering the required tonnage of woodchip for the recently installed biomass
boiler. Iain moved to the Estate in early 2018 and his priority was to improve the quality of the
shooting. This he did by working with the contract farmer and utilising the HLS scheme to
deliver first class cover crops in well-positioned spots but to take the shoot to the next level it
was essential to improve the woodland. The consultation and approval of a plan of this nature
typically takes several months but due to the complexity of the site and the shooting interests,
Karen had to apply for a standalone felling licence to begin works in advance of the plan
approval. This meant that some thinning, coppicing and ride widening could take place in
key areas identified by Iain. Karen also managed to obtain permission for Iain to build a new
release pen.
We were then able to engage a local forestry contractor, Red Kite Rural Services, to begin the
works in advance of the management plan approval.
Now that the new Woodland Management Plan has finally been approved, the long-term future
of the woodland at Kingston Wood should be assured and the new works programme will
deliver significant improvements for biodiversity, for longevity, for timber quality and for the
shoot. And Oakbank will be on hand to supervise the works to ensure they are carried out in
the most effective and sympathetic way.
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ASH DIEBACK

WHY ARE
POPLARS
POPULAR
AGAIN?

AND ITS POTENTIAL EFFECTS ON SHOOTING
Since its discovery on our eastern shores in 2012, ash dieback, a disease caused by the fungus
Hymenoscyphus fraxineus, has been advancing inexorably across the UK. It quickly became clear that
preventing the spread of a wind-borne disease to a plant as ubiquitous as ash would be an impossible
task. However, with ash-rich woodland providing the cornerstone of many pheasant shoots up and
down the country, the threat posed by this disease cannot be ignored. Although initial estimates
of mortality rates of 90-99% has now been downgraded to nearer 50%, it is essential that damage
limitation begins in earnest before the proverbial horse has bolted.

For millennia, ash woodlands have provided the perfect habitat
for a wide range of species. The airy canopy and early leaf fall
creates perfect conditions for ground flora, the long-lived trees
support deadwood specialists such as the lesser stag beetle
and the hazel understory supports the much-loved dormouse.
In recent times, ash dominated woodlands have provided the
ideal habitat for our most favoured game bird, the pheasant
which, like many other species thrives in well-managed ash
woodland. So what, if anything, can be done to mitigate the
potential damage that ash dieback poses to our woodlands and
subsequently our sport?
Firstly, it is important to be able to identify infected trees. A
survey of your woodland should be conducted in mid-summer,
when the first symptoms of ash die back are more obvious
in the foliage. In these early stages, the infection will start to
wilt the leaves, which then begin to turn brown. As symptoms
progress, the leaves and then stems will die but often remain
attached to the branches. Diamond shaped lesions can form,
often where a branch reaches the trunk and eventually the
infection will be clearly apparent through significant crown
decline and deadwood. Secondary pathogens, such as honey
fungus, often colonise trees weakened by ash dieback, leading
to root or stem rot, thus quickening the decline. Infection to
tree death can be relatively short (4 years) or much longer
depending on environmental conditions and the age of
the tree. At this point, it is important to point out that all
landowners and managers have a legal duty of care to ensure
no harm comes to anyone as a result of tree failure and so
managing the risk of dead and dying trees in public areas such
as roadsides and around properties must be a priority.

compartment being taken into account. For example, you
would not clear fell large areas of mature trees in a main
release wood but rather fell, on an annual basis, smaller groups
of trees that are showing signs of dieback and then restock.
Stage the felling and replanting so that by the time you have
removed the last of the ash permitted by your felling licence,
the restocked areas are already providing woodland habitat.
It is likely that an element of the mature ash will need to
be left standing under the terms of your felling licence and
your forestry advisor will also try to select trees that show
promise as future standards and possibly display early signs of
tolerance towards the disease. In ash dominated woodland it
will also be very important to retain all other species of tree
as potential future standards as these will retain the structure
of your woodland once the ash has died or been removed.
The natural ash regeneration will be highly susceptible to ash
dieback, so it will be important to restock with other species
that are both climatically resilient and beneficial for shooting.
It is also essential to protect the regeneration against browsing
animals, with deer being enemy No1. There will be little point in
regeneration felling and restocking if your local deer population
is allowed to graze off the young saplings. If we are to manage
our woodlands for the long-term then everyone needs to keep
on top of their deer population or pay for fencing to exclude
deer from regeneration areas. Whilst deer management is often
done on an ad hoc basis, getting a proper count of your deer
numbers and making sure you cull the required number each
year will reap huge dividends in the long run.

With timber prices currently buoyant, now is the time to do
something about managing your ash-rich woodland whilst it
is an asset and before it becomes a liability. Ash woodlands,
where the infection is severe, are dangerous places to work
and the quality of the final product can be poor, so removing
valuable timber safely, before the disease really takes hold is
vital. That said the Forestry Commission is urging people with
mature ash, showing no sign of ash dieback, to leave it in situ
as it could provide resistant seed stock.

In terms of restocking, the species you can use will vary
depending on local climate and soil type, and will need to
be agreed with your local Forestry Commission officer. You
can expect to use species such as oak, hornbeam, lime,
birch and sweet chestnut for the future canopy and ideally a
percentage of conifer species to act as a nurse crop as well
as providing important winter warmth, cover and roosting for
pheasants. Shrub species such as hazel, hawthorn, holly and
wild privet should be included in any restocking of woodland
that is important for pheasants as they provide the much need
understory as well as holding and flushing cover.

Once a felling licence has been approved, work can begin on
ensuring access to the woodland compartments is secured,
with ride widening and track maintenance. The regeneration
felling (>50% of ash trees removed) can then be undertaken.
This will need to be done in a staged process, with both the
considerations of the shoot and the level of infection in each

We do not know exactly how long the decline will take but
research indicates that it will be years rather than decades so
now is not the time to bury heads in the sand and hope it will
go away. Without intervention, you are guaranteed to lose
some of your releasing and driving woods. For many that could
mean no more pheasant shooting, full stop. The Chinese have
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a proverb which states that ‘the best time to
plant a tree is 20 years ago and the second
best time is now’! The sooner you begin
adding diversity into your woodlands the
better.
Even without the threat of ash dieback,
a successful shoot should give as much
attention to their woodland as they
do their game covers. Well-managed
woodland, with wide, open rides and
rotationally coppiced areas create the ideal
combination of open space, cover and
roosting that is favourable to pheasants.
Until recently, woodland management has
been a costly exercise and thus, for many
shoots, something that has fallen by the
wayside. The increase in timber values and
the impending threat of ash dieback should
be seen as the wakeup call to all woodland
owners to start to manage their woodlands
again, if they are to protect them for future
generations to enjoy.

There is an abundance of 40-60 year old poplar plantations
throughout the British lowlands as a result of the Wilkinsons
Match Company (previously Bryant & May, Wilkinson Sword
and British Match Corporation) encouraging landowners to
plant poplars for veneer peeled log production for the UK
match and basket making industries.
An important inducement to farmers was the assurance that
all acceptable veneer quality timber would be purchased. By
the 1960’s, private planting reached a peak of about 400 ha
annually, but by then basket manufacture had turned from
natural fibre to plastics and consumption of matches was in
steady decline. Wilkinson Match therefore decided to reverse
the earlier intention to rely on home-grown poplar for the
supply of match veneer. By this time some 4044ha had been
privately planted, the Forestry Commission’s own plantations
extended to nearly 1000ha and the poplar veneer Industry
itself had 1500 ha of poplar plantations. With the loss of the
one market for which nearly all planting had been intended,
interest in poplars plummeted and many of these plantations
are therefore left standing today.
Up until very recently, these trees were considered a liability
rather than an asset as they had little or no commercial value
but continued to get bigger and more likely to fall or collapse.
In the last few years however, poplar timber demand has
grown due to biomass / energy markets developing and export
markets opening up. Currently, we are seeing remarkably
good prices for better quality logs going for export, and all
other poplar wood is demanding a reasonable price for chip.
On suitable sites, even the branch wood is now being lifted
and taken away as chip for bioenergy. This last product doesn’t
command a high price but can significantly reduce ground
preparation costs for the following plantation.
In the past 18 months we have assisted clients in felling and
restocking their poplar sites to create longer-term and more
biodiverse native broadleaf and conifer woodlands. Key factors
for success are accessibility, space for processing operations
and enough volume of reasonable quality trees.
Whilst your poplars will never be worth a fortune, recent
projects that we have managed have come in around cost
neutral and several made a slight return, even after restocking.
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PURDEY
AWARDS

This season has proved to be one of peaks and troughs, getting off to a disastrous start by losing
ninety percent of our pheasants to a fox in August, then battling all season to find birds in the
prolific coppice regrowth. Luckily, plenty of well-timed windy days and a few long awaited
adaptations to the drives has resulted in some of the best quality birds we have ever shown.

The 2019 Purdey Awards for
Game & Conservation had several
outstanding entries in a very
diverse field.
but it has become apparent that without
management, this area will soon be
an impenetrable thicket. The cost and
potential damage to syndicate members’
machinery has so far proved a barrier to
any work taking place. Nevertheless, with
more coppicing planned this winter, we
will need to come up with a solution to
ensure we do not end up with acres of
dense scrub that will act as a black hole
for our released pheasants.

Sadly this wasn’t the only challenge we
faced! The future management of the
recently coppiced areas in the wood
wasn’t discussed by the syndicate
members in any detail before we parted
ways last season. The regrowth of not
just the coppice stools, but also anything
and everything that was given light and
space has been astronomical. Behind
the temporary fence and away from the
persistent grazing of muntjac, the ash
has grown 10 feet tall in one year and
large areas of bare ground are now a
carpet of brambles and saplings. This
much-needed structure was exactly
what we were looking for to improve
the overall biodiversity of the woodland

One drive in the wood has been a huge
success this year, with work taking place
last spring to create open space so the
birds take off well in front of the guns
and the brash acting as flushing cover.
It has really shown how a little bit of
management can make a big difference
to a drive. Emulating this on the other
drives needs to be a priority next spring,
as all too often birds run straight through
the wood and get up just in front of the
guns. Well-placed open areas and some
sewelling are needed if we want to see
quality birds next spring.

Aside from the grey partridge, bird
numbers are looking very good. Kirsty
carried out a bird survey in the spring,
which showed a thriving farmland
bird population and even a pair of
turtle doves! This is recognition that
the hard work is paying off, whilst also
giving us a base line to hopefully show
increasing numbers of birds when we
do a survey again in a few years, after

The Gold Award went to the Irish Grouse Conservation
Trust in County Antrim where a group of passionate
grouse enthusiasts have taken on 1000 acres of heather
moorland, which supported just 6 pairs in 2007, and
through a combination of habitat management and
predator control now have 90 pairs and a small shootable
surplus. Considering the entire red grouse population in
Ireland was estimated at 140 pairs in 2007 this is a stunning
achievement, made even more impressive by the buy-in
of other conservation organisations such as the RSPB, the
Irish Raptor Study Group, the College of Agriculture, Food
and Rural Enterprise (CAFRE), Northern Ireland Environment
Agency (NIEA) and the Police Service of Northern Ireland
wildlife protection.

the next stewardship scheme. This kind
of data could be key to accessing future
subsidies; if we can show hard evidence
that public funding can produce real
tangible results, by increasing farmland
bird numbers.
Back to the shooting and the redleg
partridge drive has performed remarkably
well this year. We consolidated two cover
crops into one, which proved an effective
way to ensure the cover stays warm
for longer and the increased length has
resulted in a steadier stream of birds over
the guns. Bringing the guns forward has
also improved the quality of the birds, as
they are no longer starting to drop before
they reach the gun line. Simple changes
such as this shouldn’t take two seasons
to work out but, as ever, a fear of change
ruining a day often leads to inaction. If
there is one take home message from
this season it is not to be afraid to alter
drives, whether it’s due to a change in
wind direction on the day or just to try
something new. Nothing will change on a
shoot if you don’t make any changes. Oh
and one last lesson might be to check the
pen perimeter a little more often!

Silver went to the equally impressive grey partridge
restoration project at Roxburghe Estates in the Scottish
Borders. Back in the early 20th Century, this was one of
the great wild grey partridge shoots but, as with the rest of
the UK, modern agriculture and a reduction in keepering
intensity led to a dramatic decline in grey partridge numbers.
In 2012 the Estate took the shooting rights back in hand
over 5000 acres and set about helping the remaining grey
partridge population through habitat creation, predator
control and winter feeding. Within 5 years they had achieved
a shootable surplus, harvesting 40 brace in 2017 and 91.5
brace in 2018. By spring 2019 the pair count was up to 238
pairs of greys.
The bronze award went to Fridlington Farm Shoot for a
pretty unique wild teal shoot. There are 60 marl pits on
the farm and, whilst a modest release of cock pheasants
provides some shooting later in the year, it is the marl pits
which deliver some incredibly exciting driven teal shooting.
The land is farmed with conservation in mind and the wild
bird seed mixes, nectar mixes and grass buffers all deliver
for wild game, including grey partridges, as well as a host of
other farmland birds.
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Outside the wood, with the countryside
stewardship habitat now well-established,
a mixture of annual and biennial winter

bird food mixes are performing very well,
providing year-round habitat for an array
of birds and mammals. Unfortunately,
the grey partridge that were present on
one of our drives last year haven’t hung
around, in spite of all the available habitat.
I think the disruption caused by the
released redlegs and the disturbance of
shoot days has encouraged them to find
pastures new! A large covey of fifteen
greys is still holding out on the lighter
land, where we don’t shoot, so perhaps
it may be best to focus all efforts for wild
greys on this ground, keeping them and
the shoot separate. The challenge, as
ever on the fen, will be preventing the
tidy terrorist (father) from attacking the
verges with his flail again this year.

20
S

As it was then, before the season even
got under way, a tree collapsed on the
release pen, opening the door for Charlie
to come in, hunker down in an ash
stool, then systematically slaughter as
many birds as he could each night. The
fox was dealt with, the birds replaced
at great expense, but the damage was
already done and the first day had to be
cancelled to give the new birds a chance
to mature.

2019

NOTES FROM A
SYNDICATE SHOOT

Download your entry form at
https://www.purdey.com/shooting-life

ARD
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CREATING

THE PERFECT HABITAT

EVENTS
16

SATURDAY 16TH MAY
Bedfordshire Young Farmers
Rally at Howbury Hall, Renhold,
Bedfordshire, MK41 0JB

27

WEDNESDAY 27TH &
THURSDAY 28TH MAY
Suffolk County Show at Trinity
Park, Felixstowe Road, Ipswich,
Suffolk, IP3 8UH

31

SUNDAY 31ST MAY
Cambridgeshire County
Show at Wimpole Hall Farm,
Cambridgeshire, SG8 0BW

24

WEDNESDAY 24TH &
THURSDAY 25TH JUNE
Groundswell, Lannock Manor
Farm, Hertfordshire, SG4 7EE

MAY

MAY

MAY

JUNE

1

J U LY

26

S EP

WEDNESDAY 1ST &
THURSDAY 2ND JULY
Royal Norfolk Show at
The Norfolk Showground,
Dereham Road, Norwich,
NR5 0TT
SATURDAY 26TH SEPTEMBER
Gransden Show at The Show
Field, Caxton Road, Great
Gransden, Cambs, SG19 3AH

OAKBANK GAME &
CONSERVATION LTD
Brook Farm, Ellington,
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire
PE28 0AE
E info@oakbankgc.co.uk
T 01480 890686

OAKBANKGC.CO.UK

